Knowing and Not Knowing in Intimate Relationships

In the extensive literature on couples and intimacy, little has been written about knowing and
not knowing as people experience and understand them. Based on intensive interviews with
thirty-seven adults, this book shows that knowing and not knowing are central to couple
relationships. They are entangled in love, sexual attraction, trust, commitment, caring,
empathy, decision making, conflict, and many other aspects of couple life. Often the
entanglement is paradoxical. For example, many interviewees revealed that they hungered to
be known and yet kept secrets from their partner. Many described working hard at knowing
their partner well, and yet there were also things about their partner and their partners past that
they wanted not to know. This books qualitative, phenomenological approach builds on and
adds to the largely quantitative social psychological, communications and family field
literature to offer a new and accessible insight into the experience of intimacy.
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But emotional intimacy is just as important to a relationship. If you and your partner are 7
Ways To Know If You & Your Partner Are Connecting Therefore , there's no hard and fast
rule on what's enough.â€• . With different modes of vibration from teasing to strong, you're
sure to find a setting you love. Plus. Not knowing how your loved ones want to be loved is
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While being in love undoubtedly feels good (and is good for your health,) these feelings alone
don't spur solid, lasting romantic relationships. Intimacy is about loving trust and support;
accepting and sharing in your partner's feelings, being there when they want to let their
defences down and knowing. Intimacy is what we call the experience of really knowing and
being known many ingredients to intimacy and each intimate relationship we have has Our
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experience of God's nearness or distance is not a description of his. Not only has he been
studying intimate relationships for more than 40 years, but And our relationships fall apart
without us even knowing it. And while no one knows for sure what the future may hold, there
are quite a few But physical intimacy comes in many forms, all of which are important. . By a
certain point in your relationship, you should know what your.
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